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ABSTRACT 
A general concept of extremality is introduced. This concept is shown to be central 
for a large class of constrained optimization problems. A general set of necessary 
conditions, which must be satisfied by all solutions of the previously indicated optimiza- 
tion problems. The hypotheses under which these necessary conditions are derived are 
discussed in detail. The general theory is applied to optimal control problems with 
restricted phase coordinates, and to an optimal control problems with an unorthodox 
criterion function. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The principal aim of this paper is to present a unified, general theory of necessary 
conditions for optimization problems. Indeed, we shall obtain a general theorem-- 
which we shall refer to as the abstract maximum principle--which will contain, as 
special cases, essentially all of the necessary conditions in the theory of mathematical 
programming and in the theory of optimal control. More specifically, it will contain 
necessary conditions for mathematical programming problems in infinite (as well as 
finite) dimensional spaces, problems with or without equality constraints, with scalar 
or vector-valued criteria, and problems which are (or are not) convex. Further, it will 
contain necessary conditions for optimal control problems where the control system 
dynamics are described by ordinary differential equations, by differential equations 
with retardation, or by difference quations, where the initial and terminal times are 
fixed or free, where there are restrictions in the form of inequalities on the phase 
coordinates or on the phasecoordinates and control variables jointly, and by unortho- 
dox problems uch as minimax control. 
In order to obtain such a general theorem, it is first necessary to isolate the common 
feature that the solutions of all of these problems have, and which make it possible 
to obtain the necessary conditions. This feature, which we shall refer to as (% ~, Z)- 
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extremality, or (4, Z)-extremality, is discussed in Section 2, and is illustrated by 
means of a number of examples. In order to obtain our abstract maximum principle 
for extremals of this kind, it is necessary that a certain fundamental condition be 
satisfied. This condition is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we give a proof of 
our fundamental result, and in Section 5 we show how, under certain additional 
hypotheses, this result can be somewhat strengthened. 
In Section 6 we make clear the generality of the fundamental condition introduced 
in Section 3 by presenting a number of alternate conditions which are stronger than 
the fundamental one, but at least one set of which is satisfied in each of the program- 
ming or control problems mentioned earlier. Proofs of the interrelations of these con- 
ditions are given in Section 7. 
In Section 8, the general theory is applied to two problems in optimal control. 
2. THE CONCEPT OF EXTREMALITY 
In this section we shall introduce the concepts of (9, 6, Z)-extremals and (6, Z)- 
extremals. As we shall see by means of a number of illustrative examples, solutions 
of a large class of optimization problems are at the same time either (q0, 6, Z)- or 
(6, Z)-extremals. Inasmuch as we shall derive, in the next two sections, very general 
necessary conditions for (~0, 6, Z)- (or (4, Z)-)extremality, we shall thus obtain--  
by means of a single general theorem--necessary conditions which must be satisfied by 
solutions of a very broad class of optimization problems. 
It should be pointed out that the concept of extremality introduced here is an 
outgrowth of the concepts of extremality given by Gamkrelidze in [1] and the author 
in [2]. Related considerations can also be found in [3]. 
In order to define a (~0, 6, Z)-extremal, there must be given: 
1. an arbitrary set d" and a subset ~ of ~", 
2. a real, linear topological vector space -~, 
3. an open, convex cone 1 Z in .~e, 
4. a function ~b : d" --+ ~,  
5. a positive integer m, 
6. a function 9~ : o a'  ~ R m (Euclidean m-space). 
DEFINITION 2.1. If  d", o a, .~e, Z, ~, m, and ~0 have properties 1-6 indicated above, 
then an element eo ~ 8 '  will be called a (~0, 4, Z)-extremal if (i) ~0(eo) ----- 0, (ii) 6(e0) ~ Z 
(the closure of Z), and (iii) the set{e : e ~ d', 9(e) = 0, 6(e) E Z} is empty. 
x A set Z in a l inear vector space .~ will be called a convex cone if it is not empty and if 
aZ + ~Z C Z whenever a > 0 and 3 /> 0. Clearly, every convex cone is a convex set. 
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We define a (4, Z)-extremal as follows: 
DEFINITION 2.2. If 6,', 6,, .~e, Z, and 4 have properties I -4 indicated above, then 
an element e o G 6,' will be called a (4, Z)-extremal  if 4(eo) G ZS and if the set {e : e E d', 
4(e) G Z} is empty.  
Let us now state some opt imizat ion problems and i l lustrate how solutions of these 
problems are, at the same time, (~o, 4, Z) - (or  (4, Z)  - - )  extremals, for suitably chosen 
9~, Z, 6,, 6,' and .~g. 
Problem 2.1. Given a set 6, and real-valued functions q~o, 91 ..... r defined on 6,, 
find an element e o G 6, that achieves a min imum for 4 ~ on 6, subject to the constraints 
~oi(e) = 0 for i = 1,..., m. 
I f  e o is a solution of Problem 2.1 and if we set 6,' = d', .~ = R ~, Z = {y : y < 0}, 
= (91 ..... ~o'~), and 4 = 4 ~ - -  4~ then it is immediate ly  seen that eo is also a 
(~P, 4, Z)-extremal.  
Problem 2.2. Given a set 6" and real-valued functions 4 ~ 41,... 4" defined on 6,, 
find an element e o E 6* that achieves a min imum for 4 ~ on 6, subject to the constraints 
4i(e) ~< 0 for i = 1,...,/z. 
I f  e 0 is a solution of Problem 2.2, and if we set 6,' = ~, 0~ = R "+1, 
Z = {y = (yo,),l ..... y") : y ~ R "+x, y~ < 0 for i = 0, 1,...,/~} 
(we shall henceforth refer to this set as the negative orthant), and 
4 = (40 - -  4~ 41 ..... 4"), 
it is evident that e o is then also a (4, Z)-extremal.  
Problem 2.3. Given a set 6,' and real-valued functions 9~1,..., cp '~, 4 ~ q~t,..., 4" 
defined on 6,', find an element e o ~ 6,' that achieves a min imum for 4 ~ on 6,' subject 
to the constraints ~i(e) ----- 0 for i = 1 ..... m and 4i(e) ~ 0 for i = 1 ..... /~. 
I f  e o is a solution of Problem 2.3, then e o will also be a (~o, 4, Z)-extremal  if we set 
6' =6 ~ .o~ = R "+x, Z =the  negative orthant in R "4~, 9~=(~o:,.. . ,9m), and 
= (6 ~ - -  q~~ 4: ..... 4"). Alternately, eo , as a solution of Problem 2.3, will also be a 
(9, 4, g ) -ext remal  if we define 6, = {e : e E g ' ,  4~ < 6~ } (so that 6, =/= 6,' 
and e o $ d~ .Z' = R", Z = the negative orthant in R", ~p = (9:,..., 9'~), and 
4 = (~:,..-, 4"). 
In conventional  terminology, Problems 2.1-2.3 are opt imizat ion problems with 
equality constraints (represented by the functionals cp') and/or  inequality constraints 
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(represented by the functionals ~i with i 5& 0) over an arbitrary set ~'. Such problems 
were studied in [4]. As we shall see, ~ is typically a subset of a linear vector space ~' 
which it may not be convenient to describe by means of equalities and/or inequalities 
(see the examples in Section 8). 
In order to formulate Problems 2.4-2.6, we require that there be given a real, linear 
topological vector space L~o, together with a non-empty subset ~ of .o~0" (the space 
of all continuous linear functionals defined on -'~'o) which has the property that the set 
Zo = (~ : ~ e "~o, l (0  < 0 for all l E .o(~') (2.1) 
is open and not empty (and is consequently an open, convex cone in -~0). 
We point out that if .~  is a finite subset of .~* whose elements are linearly inde- 
pendent, then Z o given by (2.1) is necessarily open and not empty. This follows at 
once because (a) Z o , as the intersection of a finite number of open half-spaces, is open 
and (b) there exist elements g~, i = 1 ..... v, such that lj(~i ) -~- 8ij for all i, j = 1 .... , v 
(assuming that L# = {l 1 ,..., l,})---see ([5], p. 421, Lemma 10)--so that ~=1 ( - -  gi) ~ Zo. 
The following problem is evidently a generalization of Problem 2.3. 
Problem 2.4. Given a set o ~', real-valued function 9~  @,..., ~'~ defined on d", 
a real, linear topological vector space -~o, a non-empty set .oq ~ C-~o* such that Z 0 
(see (2.1)) is open and not empty, and a function ~ : 8 '  -+ -~o, find an element e0 e g '  
that achieves a minimum for 4 ~ on g '  subject o the constraints 9~i(e) = 0 for i = 1,..., m 
and l(~(e)) <~ 0 for all l e .oqe. 
I f  e 0 is a solution of Problem 2.4, then it is not difficult to verify that e o is also a 
(~o,~b,g)-extremal if we set ~ '=d" ,  .~=R 1 • -~o, Z={y:9 ,<0} •  o, 
q~ = (@ ..... ~om), and ~ = (~b ~ - -  ~b~ ~). (We point out that Z = {~, : y ~< 0} • Z o 
and that Z o = {g : ~ E ~o,  l (0 ~< 0 for all l ~ LP}). 
We point out that Problem 2.4 can be reformulated so that it becomes a special case 
of Problem 2.3. Namely, it is only necessary to set g = 1 and to let 
~l(e) = sup l(~(e)). 
IE.s 
Our next example is commonly referred to as an optimization problem with a vector- 
valued criterion function. 
Problem 2.5. Given a set d', real-valued functions ~1,..., ~m defined on 8, a real, 
linear topological vector space L~" o , a non-empty set -oq ~ C .~  such that Z o (see (2.1)) 
is open and not empty, and a function ~ : ~ --* -~0, find and element e0 E ~" such that 
~0i(e0) = 0 for i = 1 .... , m, and such that there is no element e E 8 satisfying the rela- 
tions ~oi(e) = 0 for i = 1,..., m, l(~(e)) <~ l(~(e0) ) for all l ~ .La, and l(~(e)) < l(~(eo) 
for some 1 ~ .~'. 
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I f  eo is a solution of Problem 2.5, then it is not difficult to show that e o is also a 
(9 ,4 ,  Z) -extremal  if we set 6 . '=  6., .~ =-~0,  Z = Zo,  9 = (91 ..... 9m), and" 
4 =~ - -  ~(eo)" 
The fol lowing problem is clearly a special case of Problem 2.5. 
Problem 2.5a. Given a set 6* and real-valued functions 9x,..., 9 m, 41,..., 4 u defined 
on 6 ~ find an element e 0 r  such that 9~(eo) ~ 0 for i ---- 1,..., m, and such that there 
is no element e ~ ~ satisfying the relations 9i(e) = 0 for i = 1,..., m, 4i(e) ~ 4i(eo) for 
i = 1 .... ,/~, and 4J(e) < 4J(e0) for some j ,  1 ~<j ~/~.  
For  our last problem, Problem 2.6, we shall suppose that the given set L,r C .Z* 
has the fol lowing addit ional two propert ies: 
1. .W is sequential ly compact in the weak* topology of .~*;  i.e., to every 
sequence {Ix, l 2 .... } of elements from .,W there corresponds a subsequence {//1 , li~ ,...} 
and an element l~ E ~ such that lij(~) --~ l~(~) as j --~ oo for every ~ ~ .~e 0 . 
2. There  is an element ~o E -~0 such that 
l(~o) = 1 for every l ~ .~e. (2.2) 
We point out that if .W is a finite subset of .Z* whose elements are l inearly inde- 
pendent, then .W necessarily has the two properties. 
Problem 2.6. Given a set 8;  real-valued functions 91,..., 9 '~ defined on 6*; a real, 
l inear topological vector space -~o; a non-empty,  weak* sequential ly compact set 
.s C -~o* such that (i) the set Z 0 defined by (2.1) is open and not empty, and (ii) there 
is an element ~o ~ -o~eo satisfying (2.2); and a function q~ : 8 ~ -~0, find an element 
e 0 ~ 6. that achieves a min imum for sup l~ l(~(e)) on 6. subject to the constraints 
9i(e) ----- 0 for i = 1,..., m. 
I f  eo is a solution to problem 2.6 and ~ = supze~ l(~(eo) ) (note that, because of the 
sequential compactness of ~,8, max,E ~ l(~(e)) ~ sup~.~, l(~(e)) for every e E 8),  then 
if we set 6.' -~ 6., -~ ---- -~o, Z = Z o , 9 = (91--., 9m), and 4 = ~ - -  ~0,  it is easily 
verified that e 0 is a (9, 4, Z)-extremal.  Alternately, if we instead set .~e = R t, 
Z={y:~<0},  and 4(e)=supt~l (~(e) ) - - c~ for all eE6*, then e 0 remains a 
(9, 4, Z)-extremal.  
Problem 2.6 is conventionally termed a minimax problem. An important  special 
case of this problem, which for completeness we shall state separately, is the following 
one. 
Problem 2.6a. Given a set 6* and real-valued functions 91 ..... 9 m, 41- . -  4" defined 
on 6., find an element e o ~ 6* that achieves a min imum for maxx.<i.<~4i(e) on 6. subject 
to the constraints 9 i (e )  ~ 0 for i = 1 .... , m. 
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3. THE ABSTRACT MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE 
In this section we shall present necessary conditions which every (r if, Z)-extremal 
(or (if, Z)-extremal) must satisfy--provided certain hypotheses are satisfied. These 
necessary conditions--which will be given the name of the abstract maximum prin- 
ciple---contain, as special cases, virtually all of the known first-order necessary con- 
ditions from the Calculus of Variations, the theory of Mathematical Programming 
(both in finite and infinite-dimensional spaces), and the theory of Optimal Control. 
We begin with some definitions and some auxiliary results. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A finite set of points {Ya ,..-, Y~} in a linear vector space ~/wil l  
be said to be in general position if the relations ~=1 ff Yi = 0 (where the/3i are real 
numbers) an ~-',r.= 1 ff = 0 imply that ff ----- 0 for each i = I,..., r. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A set S in a linear vector space ~ will be called an r-simplex (or, 
a simplex) if z S = co{y 1..... Yr, Yr+l} for some (r + 1) points YI ..... Yr+l in a2/which 
are in general position. In this case, the points Yi will be called the vertices of S. I f  
X~'~r+l y E S,  so that Y = z.,i=l fl'~Yi for some nonnegative numbers ff with ~i-lx'r+l fli = 1, 
then the numbers fix,...,/3r+1 will be called the barycentric oordinates ofy.  
We point out that a simplex (in a linear vector space) has a unique set of vertices. 
Further, the barycentric oordinates of a point y in a simplex are uniquely determined 
by y. 
For each positive integer k, the simplex {(/31,..., ilk) : ~ ik l /3 i  = 1, ff >~ 0 for each i} 
in R k will be denoted by Pk-L 
DEFINITION 3.3. I f  Y is a convex set in a linear vector space ~,  and .o~ is a linear 
vector space, then a function h : Y ~ .~ will be called affine if 
h(ay 1 +/3y~) = ah(yl) +/3h(y~) 
whenever Yx, Y2 E Y and (o~,/3) ~ p1. An affine function h will be called linear if 
h(aYx +/3Y2) = o&(y~) +/3h(y~) 
whenever Yl, Y2 ~ Y and ~ and/3 are real numbers uch that cry x +/3Y2 ~ Y. 
DEFINITION 3.4. If Y and ~162 are as in Definition 3.3, --~ is a linear topological 
vector space, and Z is a convex cone in .~e, then a function f~ : Y --* .~ will be called 
Z-convex if [f~(~Yl + flY2)- o~(Y l ) -  fl/~(Yz)] E 2 (the closure of Z) whenever 
Yx, Y2 ~ Y and (a, fl) e p1. 
If E is a set in a linear vector space, co E will denote the convex hull of E. 
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We point out that an affine function is Z-convex, no matter what the convex cone 
Z C .~ (inasmuch as 0 ~ 2 for every convex cone Z C .o~'). Further, h : Y -~ -~ i s  
affine if, and only if, for every positive integer , 
h f ly, = fi'h(y,) 
whenever y~ e Y for each i = 1,..., r and (fiL.-., f i ' )ep~- l .  Also, fz : Y---~ .~ is 
Z-convex if, and only if, for every positive integer , 
Iz (~  ffy,) ~ Zl ~fz(y,) + 2 
whenever y~ ~ Y for each i and (/31 ..... fir) E p,-1. 
I f  .~ = R 1 and Z = {y :y  < 0}, then Z-convexity clearly is equivalent o the 
ordinary concept of convex functions. If .~' = R" for some positive integer/z, and Z 
is the negative orthant in R", then fz : Y ~ .~ is Z-convex if and only if each of its 
components i convex in the ordinary sense. 
The following lemma will be needed in the sequel. 
LEMMA 3.1. I f  Z is an open convex cone in a real, linear topological vector space ~,  
~hen aZ + f3Z - Z whenever ~ > 0 and fl ~ O. In particular, Z + 2 = Z. 
Proof. Let a > 0, f l /> 0 be fixed. I f  z c Z, then, since Z is a convex cone, a- lz c Z, 
so that, since 0EZ,  z=cg(cg- l z )+f l '0caZ i-f ig. Hence, ZCaZ+f iZ .  It is 
trivial to show that 2 is also a convex cone, so that a.Z C Z and fiZ C 2. Hence, to 
prove that c~Z -4- fiZ C Z, it suffices to show that Z + 2 C Z. Thus, let z 1 ~ Z and 
zz c Z. Since Z is open by hypothesis, there is a neighborhood N of 0 in .~ such that 
z 1 + N C Z. Because z2 ~ 2, there is an element z a E (z~ -- N) c3 Z. Consequently, 
zx + z~ = zx + (z2 -- za) + za e (zl + N)  + za C Z + Z C Z; i.e. Z + Z C Z. 
Q.E.D. 
In order to obtain a maximum principle for (~p, 4, Z)-extremals, we shall suppose 
that the following condition is satisfied by the set ~, the cone Z, the maps ~p and 4, 
and the (~, 4, Z)-extremal e0 . Although this condition may appear to be quite complex 
and artificial, it turns out to include, as special cases, a number of other more natural 
conditions which are satisfied in a large variety of optimization problems. This will 
be discussed in part in Sections 6 and 7, and also in some subsequent papers. 
Condition 3.1. There exist a non-empty convex set r in a real, linear vector 
space ~,  an affine function h : ~ -~ R m, and a Z-convex function fz : ./g --* .~ with 
the following property: For every triple (o~', N, 7h)--where ~ is a k-simplex con- 
tained in .g /such that k ~< m and 0 E hQg~), N is a neighborhood of 0 in .Z, and 7 h 
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is a positive real number--there exist real numbers c 0 ~ 0 and E a 9 (0, B1) together 
with a map ~9 : 6~ --~ 8 (all possibly depending on ,5 a, N, and ~71) such that 3 
(1) [ (p o O(y)  - -  r _ h (y )  < r/1 for every y 9 6~', (3.1) 
E o 
(2) r o ~9(y) -- ,~r .,eoj_ 9 co/l(St') + Z + N for every y 9 6 e, (3.2) 
E 1 
and (3) the map ~0 o O is continuous from 6 p (i.e., is continuous as a function of the 
barycentric oordinates of a point in ~') into R m. 
To obtain a necessary condition for (4, Z)-extremals, Condition 3.1 is to be replaced 
by the following one: 
Condition 3.2. There exist a non-empty convex set ~ in a real, linear vector 
space ~ and a Z-convex function ~ : J /~  .~ with the following property: For every 
triple (y, N, ~h)--where y 9 Jr', N is a neighborhood of 0 in .~, and ~x is a positive 
real number--there exist a real number E 1 9 (0, ~1) and an element e 9 e such that 
r /"( ~v"e~ 9 + g + N. 
E 1 
Our abstract maximum principle, which is the main result of this paper, may now 
be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let e o be a (qo, 4, Z)-extremal such that Condition 3.1 h satisfied. 
Then there exist a continuous, linear functional l 9 ~Lr* and a vector ~ 9 R m such that 
a " h(y) + l o f~(y) <~ 0 for all y 9 .1r (3.3) 
i f  ~ = O, then l ~= O, (3.4) 
l(z) >~ 0 for all z 9 Z, (3.5) 
l o r = 0. (3.6) 
I f  e o is a (4~, Z)-extremal such that Condition 3.2 is satisfied, then there exists a non- 
zero, continuous, linear functional l 9 ~*  such that (3.5) and (3.6) hold and such that 
l o fz(y) <~ 0 for all y 9 ..r (3.7) 
3 In (3.1) and everywhere in the sequel, vertical bars will be used to denote the ordinary 
Euclidean orm in a Euclidean space. 
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We refer to Theorem 3.1 as an abstract maximum principle because its principal 
content lies in conditions (3.3) and (3.7), and because it generalizes the Pontryagin" 
maximum principle for optimal control problems. This theorem should also be 
regarded to be a generalization of the maximum principle given in [4]. 
4. PROOF OF THE ABSTRACT MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE 
We begin with some auxiliary definitions and lemmas. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Given a set J/" C R m, we shall say that another set K C R m is a 
simplicial inearization of ~ if, for every pair (S, ~?)--where S is a simplex such that 
0 ~ S C K, and r/is a positive real number--there exist a continuous map Xo : S ~ R m 
and a linear transformation Xl : Rm --~ Rm, both possibly depending on S and 7, such 
that 
[ Xo(S e) -- ~: ] < ~q for each ~ E S, (4.1) 
Xl o Xo(S) C ~.  (4.2) 
Loosely speaking, K is a simplicial linearization of X" if any simplex S C K and 
containing the origin can be transformed into a subset of ~:  by means of a "slight 
distortion" (the continuous map X0) followed by a linear transformation (the map Xl). 
We shall adopt the convention that if 0 r K, where K C R m, then K will be con- 
sidered to be a simplicial inearization of every set J :  C R m. In particular, the empty 
set will be considered to be a simplicial linearization of every set ~ C R r~. 
LEMMA 4.1. I f  0 r ~ C R "~, and K C R m is a simplicial inearization of ~ ,  then 0 
is not an interior point of K. 
Proof. We shall argue by contradiction. Namely, if 0 is an interior point of K, 
then there is an m-simplex S such that S C K and 0 is an interior point of S. Let ~1 > 0 
be such that s e a S whenever ~: E R"  and ] ~e I < 7/. By hypothesis, there exist a con- 
tinuous map Xo : S --~ R m and a linear transformation Xx : R'n --~ Rm such that (4.1) 
and (4.2) hold. Let X~ be the continuous map from S into R m defined by 
X~(~) = ~: --X0(~). From (4.1) we conclude that Xz :S--~ S, so that it follows from 
the Brouwer fixed-point heorem that, for some gl ~ S, X2(~1) = ,el , or X0(~:l) = 0. 
The linearity of X1 together with (4.2) now imply that 0 = Xx o X0(~:l) E J : ,  contra- 
dicting our hypothesis, and thus proving the lemma. 
If  e 0 is a (% •, Z)- (or a (~, Z)-)extremal, we define 
'~ = {~'1 : ~'1 = Z + )/~(e0) , z ~ Z, y ~ 0). (4.3) 
It is easily seen that ~ is an open, convex cone in .~ and that z C 2. 
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LEMMA 4.2. I f  e o is a (~o, 9~, Z)-extremal sat~fying Condition 3.1, then there is a 
nonzero vector ~ ~ R ~ such that ~ . h(y) <~ 0 whenever y ~ . I[  and fz(y) ~ ~. 
Proof. Let h,/~, and ./t' be as indicated in Condition 3.1. Let 3~/:/~-x(Z),  so that 
3~/C .Ar and let K = h(37/), so that K C R ~. Because/~ is Z-convex, we easily con- 
clude, by virtue of Lemma 3.1, that .~/is a convex set in a~. Since h is affine, this implies 
that K is also a convex set. 
Let us show that K = h(Ar is a simplicial linearization of ~($' c3 6-1(Z)) = 3f .  
Thus, let S be any simplex in R ~ such that 0 E S C K, and let ~ > 0 be arbitrary. 
Let the vertices of S be h(yl),..., h(yz+t ), where y, ~ 3~r C J r '  for each i. Since the 
points h(yl),..., h(y~+l) are in general position (by definition of a simplex) and h is 
affine, Yl .... , Yk+l are also in general position. Hence, the convex hull of Yl ,.-., Y~+I 
is a k-simplex in ~,  which we shall denote by ~.  Evidently, ~ '  C 37I C J / .  Further, 
since a simplex in R"  can have at most (m + 1) vertices, k ~ m, and, since h is affine, 
S : h(SP), so that 0 ~ h(~).  Also, because ~(y~) ~ 2 for each i, there are nonpositive 
numbers Yl ,-.., 7'k+t such that 
~(y~) - -  7",~(eo) ~ Z for each i -~ 1,..., k + 1. (4.4) 
Let 7' = min~ 7',, and let Vl = min{~7, (1 - -  7')-x}, so that 7' ~ 0 and 1 + ~17' >/~x > 0 
whenever E 1 ~< 7/t. 
Now by hypothesis, there exist real numbers ~0 =/= 0 and ~l e (0, ~1), together with 
a map O : ~ --* o D such that (3.1) and (3.2) hold (where N is a neighborhood of 0 in :~0 
which will be specified later) and such that ~ o O is continuous. 
For each ~ e S, let y(~) denote the vector in ~9 ~ whose barycentric oordinates (in Y )  
coincide with those of r (in S). Because h is affine, 
= h(y(r for every ~ e S. (4.5) 
Let us define functions X0 : S -*  R ~ and Xl : Rm -*  R~ as follows: 
X0(~:) = (~o)-' q0 o O(y(~)), Xz(~) = ~or 
Evidently, Xt is linear. Because the barycentric oordinates of a point in a simplex in 
R m depend continuously on the point, X0 is continuous. Further, it follows from (3.1) 
and (4.5), since 9~(e0) = 0, that (4.1) holds. It  remains to show that (4.2) holds. Indeed, 
we shall prove that r o O(y) ~ Z for every y ~ S~', as is clearly sufficient. 
Since Z is open, it follows from (4.4) that there are neighborhoods 
Ni (i : 1,..., k + 1) of 0 in g such that 
~(y~) + N~ C Z + 7',~,b(eo) for each i = 1,..., k + 1. (4.6) 
Let N = r~*+* N~ We shall now show that | li=1 
co f~(~) + N C Z + 7"~(eo) , (4.7) 
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which, by virtue of (3.2), will imply that, for each y e ~ (see Lemma 3.1 and recall 
that 6(eo) E 2) 
$o O(y)~q(Z+Z)+( l  +qr)$(eo)CqZ+( l  +qy)  gCZ.  
as was to be proved. 
Let us verify (4.7). Inasmuch as co f~(,9 ~ + NCco(~( ,~)+ N)--as is easily 
verified--and because Z is convex, it suffices to show that 
i.e., that 
/~(,9 ~) + N C Z + y$(eo), 
/~(y) + N C Z + y~b(eo) (4.8) 
whenever y = ~=+1 ~ fl')'i with (fl~,..., ilk+l) ~ pk. But i fy  is of this form, then it follows 
from the Z-convexity of fz that 
k+l  
f~(y) e ~. fff,(y,) + 2, 
i=1 
and, consequently, (see Lemma 3.1 and (4.6)) 
k+l  k+l  
f,(y) + N C ~ fl'[fz(y,) + N, + Z] C ~ ff[Z + Z + y,q~(e0) ] 
i=1 i=1 
_k+l 
c z + yC (eo) + -- 7)] C Z + + Z C Z + 
so that (4.8) does indeed hold. Thus, we have shown that K is a simplicial linearization 
of ,X'. 
To complete the proof of the lemma, we note that 0 r 9(~' c3 4,-1(Z)) = X" because 
e 0 is a (9,4', Z)-extremal. Hence (see Lemma4.1), 0 is not an interior point 
of K = h(.~/). If the interior of K (which is convex) is not empty or if 0 r K, then our 
desired result follows at once from a standard separation theorem in R" (see, e.g., 
[6], p. 162, Lemma 2). I f0 e Kand the interior of K is  empty, then K is  contained in 
some (m -- 1)-dimensional hyperplane in R m, and our desired result again follows at 
once. 
Using arguments virtually identical to those used in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we 
can show that the following is true. 
LEMMA 4.3. I f  e o is a (6, Z)-extremal satisfying Condition 3.2, then ft-l(2), where 2 
is given by (4.3), is empty. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. I f  e o is a (~o, 4, Z)-extremal such that Condition 3.1 is satis- 
fied, then it follows from Lemma 4.2 that there is a nonzero vector ~ ~ R"  such that 
the set B C .,%e • R 1 defined by 
B = {(z, ~" h(y)) : ~ ~ .,g, z ~ ,,~, [z(y) E z + Z}  
does not meet the open, convex cone g • {~ : ~ > 0} C -~ • R 1, where Z is given 
by (4.3). (Note that----see Lemma 3.1--Z + g = g). Since h is affine and ~ is Z-con- 
vex, it follows at once that B is a convex set. Hence, by the principal separation theo- 
rem for convex sets in linear topological vector spaces (see [5], p. 417, Theorem 8), 
there are a nonzero, continuols, linear functional l E (~  • R1) * and a real number 71 
such that 
l((zl, ~:x)) ~< 71 <~ [((zz, ~:2)) whenever (~1, ~:1) e B, Zz ~ Z, and ~2 > 0. 
(4.9) 
Further, there are a continuous linear functional E .~* and a real number 72 such 
that 
[((z, ~)) = l(z) + "q2~ e for all z ~ -~ and ~: ~ RL 
Hence, (4.9) can be rewritten in the form 
l  9  whenever yE J t '  and zeZ,  (4.10) 
l(z) + 72~ >~ 7x whenever z e ~, and ~ > 0, (4.11) 
where l ~ .~* and 7z ~ RI do not both vanish. Let a ----- 72~. Since 0 ~ Z, (4.10) implies 
that 
l 9 ~(y) + or. h(y) ~ 7x for all y E J [ .  (4.12) 
I f  c~ = 0, then 72 = 0 and hence l :~  0, so that (3.4) holds. Further, (4.11) can be 
satisfied only if 
l(z) >~ 71 for all z ~ Z(the closure of 2). (4.13) 
Let us show that 71 ~< 0, which by virtue of (4.12), will imply that (3.3) holds. 
Indeed, if 71 > 0, then l(z) ~> 71 > 0 for all z e ~, and, because ~ is a convex cone 
and l is linear, M(z) >/71 > 0 for every z ~ ~ and every 2~ > 0, which is absurd. 
Similarly, we can show that l(z) >~ 0 for all z ~ 2, and, since Z C ~, we see that 
(3.5) holds. Finally, since both 4(Co) and -- 4(e0) belong to 2, l (•  4(e0)) >~ 0, which 
is possible only if (3.6) is satisfied. 
If e 0 is a (4, Z)-extremal such that Condition 3.2 is satisfied, then it follows from 
Lemma 4.3 that the convex sets 2 and (/J(.//) -- Z) have an empty intersection. Since 
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is open, there are a nonzero, continuous, linear functional l ~ .~* and a real number 
~?1 such that 
l(z) >/~Tx >/l  o It(y) for all z ~ 2 and y ~ . / / .  
Consequently, (4.13) is satisfied, so that (as was shown above) 7 h ~ 0 and l(z) >~ 0 
for all z ~ ~. As a result, we conclude that (3.5)-(3.7) hold, completing the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 
5. AN EXTENSION OF THE ABSTRACT MULTIPLIER RULE 
If  e 0 is a (% q~, Z)- (or (~b, Z)-)extremal where .Z = R" for some positive integer t~, 
and Z is the negative orthant in R"- -and we point out that this case occurs in a number 
of applications (see Problems 2.1-2.3, 2.5a, and 2.6a)--then the conclusions of Theo- 
rem 3.1 can be somewhat sharpened, if some additional conditions are imposed on the 
problem data. Recall that, in this case, the Z-convexity of the function ~ (which is 
postulated in Conditions 3.1 and 3.2) is equivalent to the condition that each compo- 
nent/~i of fz is a convex function in the ordinary sense. 
The additional condition mentioned above is the following one: 
Condition 5.1. There are convex sets H1 ..... H,  in ~ such that, for each 
i ---- 1 .... ,/z, (a) ./g C Hi ,  (b) there is a point Yi ~ . / /which is also an internal point of 
Hi ,  and (c) ~ can be extended to H~ in such a way that it remains a convex function. 
Note. Condition 5.1 is automatically satisfied if y can be extended to all of ~ in 
such a way that each ~i remains a convex function. Indeed, in this case, we choose 
Hi = Y/for each i, and let 35i be an arbitrary point of..g. 
Our sharpened necessary conditions, which slightly generalize those of the maximum 
principle in [4], are given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let e o be a (% 4, Z)-extremal, where .o~ = R" and Z is the negative 
orthant in R", and suppose that Condition 3.1 is satisfied. Then there exist vectors o~ E R m 
and [3 = (ill,..., [3") ~ R" such that 
~ . h(y) + [3" ~(Y) <~ 0 for every y E ..r162 (5.1) 
!~'1 + 113! >0,  (5.2) 
8' <~ 0 for i = 1,..., t~, (5.3) 
8" ~(e.) = o. (5.4) 
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If, in addition, Condition 5.1 is satisfied, then there exists an affine function 
A = (A  1 ..... A u) : ~ ~ R u 
such that 
~ . h(y) q- [3. A(y) <~ 0 for every y ~ .I[, (5.5) 
Ai(y) <~ ~i(y) for every y ~ H i and each i = 1 .... ,/z. (5.6) 
I f  also 0 ~.1[ and 0 is an internal point of Hi for each i, i f  h is linear on .1[, 
and if [~(0) = O, then we may take A to be linear. 
I f  e o is a (4, Z)-extremal, where ~ = R" and Z is the negative orthant in R", and if  
Condition 3.2 is satisfied, then there is a nonzero vector 3 = (fix,..., ft,) ~ R" such that 
3" ~(Y) <~ 0 for every y ~ .I[, 
and such that (5.3) and (5.4) are satisfied. If, in addition, Condition 5.1 is satisfied, then 
there is an affine function A = (AI,..., A") : ~ ~ R" such that 
[3" A(y) <~ 0 for every y ~ .A(, 
and such that (5.6) holds. I f  also 0 ~ .Ar and 0 is an internal point of Hi for each i, and 
if fz(O) -= O, then we may take A to be linear. 
l f  ~ is linear topological vector space, Hi C @' has a non-empty interior, ~i is continuous 
at some interior point Yi of H i ,  and A i is an affine functional on q/ which satisfies (5.6), 
then A i is continuous on ~.  
Proof. We shall confine ourselves to the case of e 0 a (~o, 4, Z)-extremal under the 
assumption that Condition 3.1 i~ satisfied, inasmuch as virtually the same arguments 
can be used to obtain the desired conclusion for the case of e o a (4, Z)-extremal satis- 
fying Condition 3.2. The existence of vectors a e R m and f le  R" which satisfy (5.1)- 
(5.4) follow immediately from Theorem 3.1 and the fact that every linear functional 
l ~ (R~) * has the representation l(z) = fl" z for some fixed vector fl ~ R". 
Now suppose that Condition 5.1 is satisfied. We shall show that then there is an 
affine function A : ~ ~ R" such that (5.5) and (5.6) are satisfied. The argument is 
based on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let "go and H be non-empty convex sets in a real, linear vector space 
such that there is a point ~ ~ .A( o which is also an internal point of H. Suppose that there 
are convex functionals ~' and If ,  defined on H and "go, respectively, such that 
--  ~'(y) <~ A"(y) for every y e H c~ .1r o . (5.7) 
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Then there is an afline functional A' defined on q/ such that 
-- If(y) <. A'(y) for every y e H, 
A'(y) <~ [z'(y) for every Y ~ -go, 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
Proof. Let sets V and W in ~ • R 1 be defined as follows: 
V ---- {(y, A) :y  e H, a < --/~'(y)}, 
W = {(y, A) :y  e -go, A >/~'(y)}. 
It follows at once from the convexity of H, -g0,/~', and/~" that V and W are convex 
sets, and (5.7) implies that V n W:= r 
Let us show that (35, - -  f~'(.~) --  1) is an internal point of V. Thus, let (Yo, ~o) be an 
arbitrary point of ~ • R 1. Because 35 is an internal point of 1t, there is a number 
"q0 > 0 such that 37 + "73'o e H whenever i 7/I ~< To. Let the real-valued function 0 
be defined as follows on the open interval (--7/o, ~o): 0(~/)=/~'(.Y + "qYo). It is 
easily verified that 0 is a convex function and hence (see [6], p. 193, Theorem 7) 
is continuous at 0, so that there is a number 7 h e (0, 7/o) such that 
I 0(7/) - -  0(0) I = !/~'(35 + '/Yo) -rN'(35) I < 89 
whenever I'q [ < [ 7/1 I. But this means that [(35, --/~'(y) -- 1) + ~7(Y0, Ao)] e V 
whenever It/ I  < min{~1, [2(I Aol + 1)]-1}, SO that (35, --/~'(35) --  1) is indeed an 
internal point of V. 
Appealing to the basic separation theorem for convex sets in linear vector spaces 
(see [5], p. 412, Theorem 12), we conclude that there exist a real number ~Ta nd a non- 
zero, linear functional I defined on ~ • R 1 such that 
~((Yl, Ai)) ~ ~/a ~ r((yz, As) ) whenever (Yl, A1) e g and (Y2, A2) e W. 
(5.10) 
Also, there exist a linear functional I defined on ~/and a real number c, not both zero, 
such that r((y, A)) ---- l(y) + cA for al ly e q /and A e R 1, so that (5.10) can be rewritten 
in the form 
I(Yl) +cax <~ ~ls <~ l(Y2) + chz 
whenever 
3'1 e H, Y2 e "r A1 < --/~'(Y0, and A 2 >/~'(y~). 
But this is possible only if c >/0  and if 
I(YO -- ~ls -- c[~'(Yl) ~ 0 <~ l(y2) -- 7in + c[~'(y2) 
whenever Yl e H and y~ e ./t o . (5.11) 
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Let us show that c > 0. Indeed, if c = 0, (so that l=#0) then (5.11) implies that 
l(3'1) ~< 73 = l(y) for every Yl 9 H, which is impossible since y is an internal point 
of H. 
I f  we now set A' = -- c-ll + (~s/e), then A' is clearly an affine functional defined 
on ~ and (5.8) and (5.9) follow directly from (5.11), completing the proof of the 
lemma. 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 5.1, assuming that Condition 5.1 holds. 
We have shown that there exist vectors ~ 9 R ~ and fl 9 R" satisfying (5.1)-(5.4). If 
flt :76 0, let H = tt l ,  "/go = J [ ,  ]~' = ~t, and 
/i" = (/31)-1 ~.  h + % ~ 
It then follows from our hypotheses (in particular the convexity of d f  and of the fz i
and the fact that h is affine) as well as (5.1) and (5.3) that f~', ft", H, and -~'0 satisfy the 
hypotheses of Lemma 5.1. Hence, there is an affine functional A' defined on ad such 
that (5.8) and (5.9) hold. If we set A a = -- A', we conclude that AX(y) ~< fzl(y) for all 
y 9 H I ,  and that 
o~. h(y) + ~lAl(y) + ~ flq~'(y) ~ 0 for every y 9 Jr'. (5.12) 
I f  0 9 J[ C ttt,  fz(0) = 0, and h is linear (so that h(0) = 0), then A1(0) ~ fzl(0) = 0, 
and fllAX(0) ~ 0, so that (since fll < 0) AI(0) = 0. Since an affine functional defined 
on an entire vector space which vanishes at the origin must be linear, we conclude 
that A 1 is then linear on ~.  
I f  fix = 0, we let H = IIt, -/go== {.Yt), fz' = fz x, and ~"(Ya) = - -  ]~t(.~X)" It is then 
evident hat fz', f~", H, and ~t' osatisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1, so that there is an 
affine functional A'  defined on ~ such that (5.8) and (5.9) hold. I f  we set A t = -- A' 
as before, we again conclude that At(y) ~< El(y) for all y 9 H x . Also (5.12) follows 
trivially (since fit = 0) from (5.1). I f  0  9  and is an internal point of H t and if 
~(0) = 0, then we set Yl = 0. Then At(0) ~/~1(0) = 0, and, by (5.9), 
A'(0) = -- A'(0) >~ f~'(0) = 0, 
so that A1(0) = 0 and A 1 is linear on ~.  
If fl2:7~ 0, we once again appeal to Lemma 5.1, but with H = H , ,  "go = ~ ' ,  
fz' = /~,  and f~" = (ffz)-t a .  h + (fla/~) A t + X~'=a (ff/~) fz'. If we set A '  = -- A', 
where A' is the affine functional on ~ existence is asserted by the lemma, we 
conclude, as before, that A2(y) <~ fz~(y) for all y 9 H~ and that 
o~. h(y) + ~ fl'A'(y) + ff~'(y) ~< 0 for every y 9 .~. (5.13) 
i=1 i=3 
If  0 9 .At', ~(0) = 0, and h is linear, we conclude, as before, that A 2 is linear on ~.  
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I f /32= 0, we let H =/ - /2 ,  ./s162 = {Ye}, fd= f#, and fd(y.,) = --~2(37z). We then 
again can conclude, on the basis of Lemma 5.1, that there exist an affine functional A 2 
defined on ~ that (5.13) and (5.6)--with i =: 2--hold. I f0  E . / /and  is an internal 
point of t t  z and if ~(0) = 0, it follows as before that A z is linear on ~.  
Continuing in this manner, we can construct affine functionals A1,..., A" defined on 
H, and if we set A = (A x ..... A"), then (5.5) and (5.6) are satisfied by construction. 
Further, if 0 e .A r 0 is an internal point of Hi for each i, fz(0) := 0, and h is linear on 
.Ar then A is linear on H. 
I f  H is a linear topological vector space, 33i is an interior point of H i ,  and/~ is 
continuous at 33i, then there is a neighborhood N of 0 in ~ such that 33i + N C H i 
and f~i(y) <~ f~i(:~i ) + 1 whenever y e#i  + N. If  (5.6) holds, then the linear functional 
l on H defined by l (y)  = A i (y )  - -  Ai(O) satisfies the inequality l (y)  <~ fzi(#i) + 1 - -  Ai(O) 
for a l ly  ~Yi + N, which implies that (see [5], p. 417, Lemma 7) l, and hence A i, are 
continuous on ~.  '/'his completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
It is clear that (under Condition 5.1) necessary conditions (5.2)-(5.6) are stronger 
than conditions (5.1)-(5.4) inasmuch as (5.1) is a consequence of Condition 5.1, 
(5.3), (5.5), and (5.6). In addition, inequality (5.5) turns out to be more useful in many 
applications than inequality (5.1). Indeed, the convex function/~ in (5.1) is replaced 
by the affine function A in (5.5), and A, as an affine function defined on an entire linear 
vector space, can differ from a linear function only by a constant. Thus, relation (5.5) 
involves essentially only linear functionals, and inequalities involving linear functionals 
are easier to interpret and manipulate than inequalities which involve convex 
functionals. 
6. SPECIALIZATIONS OF CONDITIONS 3.1 AND 3.2 
In this section we shall illustrate the generality of Conditions 3.1 and 3.2 by 
presenting a number of alternate conditions which, on the one hand, will appear to 
be much more natural than Conditions 3.1 and 3.2, and, on the other hand, will be 
seen to be special cases of these conditions. 
For our first example, suppose that e o is a (~0, 4, Z)-extremal where e 0 ~ d', ~ is a 
convex set in a real, linear vector space ~,  and the restrictions of 9~ and ~ to g are 
respectively, affine and Z-convex. Then it is easy to verify that Condition 3.1 is satis- 
fied with ~r = @, and with h and fz equal to the restrictions to ~', respectively, of ~0, 
and (4 -- r Indeed, for every triple (YT, N, ~71) as indicated in Condition 3.1, we 
need only choose Eo = E1 = ~h/( 1 + ~x) and define O : 2; p --~ s by 
O(y) = e o + q(y  - Co) (independent of N) ,  from which it is trivial to verify that 
(recall that 9~(eo) = 0) 
~o o O(y)  - -  ~(eo) = h(y)  for every y 9 ~9 ~ 
E o 
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4 o O(y) - -  4(%) 9 ~(y) + Z for every y 9 6 a, 
so that (3.1) and (3.2) are satisfied. Finally, the continuity of ~o 9 @ (considered as 
a function of the barycentric oordinates of a point in 5f) follows from the fact that 
an arlene function (note that ~ 9 @ is atone on ~9 ~ defined on a simplex must be 
continuous theoreon. 
Similarly, we can show that if e o is a (4, Z)-extremal, where eo, 8, and 4 are as 
just indicated, then Condition 3.2 is satisfied with .~[ = 8, and with ~ equal to the 
restriction on 8 of (4 -- 4(e0)) 9 
We point out that for the two preceding examples, the fundamental inequalities 
(3.3) and (3.7) of our abstract maximum principle take, by virtue of (3.6), the forms 
ct. 9(Y) + l o 4(Y) ~ 0 for all y 9 d', (6.1) 
l o 4(Y) ~ 0 for all y 9 8, (6.2) 
respectively. 
We may considerably relax the requirements on ~ and 4 in the preceding examples. 
Namely, let us suppose that e o is a (% 4, Z)-extremal, where e o and 8 are as previously 
indicated, that the restriction of ~0 to any simplex in 8 is a continuous function (with 
respect o the barycentric oordinates), and that ~o and 4 are differentiable at e 0 in the 
following sense: 
There exist a linear function h : (8 -  eo)--~Rm and a Z-convex function 
/~ : (8 -- Co) --* .~ such that if Sg is any k-simplex contained in (8 - -  Co) with k ~ m, 
then 
~0(eo + ,Y) - -  ~o(eo) ,~ ,_,~ h(y), (6.3) 
4(eo + r - -  4(eo) 9 ,~o+~/~(y) + Z (6.4) 
for every y e S~, and the convergence in (6.3) and (6.4) is uniform with respect to 
yeSe .  
Relation (6.4) is to be interpreted as follows: For each neighborhood N of 0 in .~, 
there exists a number q > 0 such that 
4(Co + ,y) - -  4(Co) 9 + 2 + N 
E 
whenever 0 < r < ~x 9 
Thus, inparticular, if .Z ----- R" and Z is the negative orthant in R", then (6.4) is 
equivalent o the relations 
lira sup 4i(e~ + *y) -- 4*(e~ ~ hi(y) for each i = 1,...,/~. 
9 ~0  + 
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We point out that if ~ and .~' are normed linear vector spaces, and if ~o and 6 
can be extended onto all of ~162 in such a way that they still take on their values in R m 
and .oO0, respectively, and such that they have Fr&het differentials h and/*, respectively, 
at e 0 , then (6.3) and (6.4) are satisfied with the convergence uniform over any simplex 
contained in ~162 
Under the above hypotheses, it is not difficult to verify that Condition 3.1 is satis- 
fied with . ,g = 8 - -  e0, and with h and ~ equal to the above indicated ifferentials. 
Indeed, for every triple (5 p, N, '/a) as indicated in the condition, we need only choose 
c o and ex to be equal, positive, and sufficiently small, and to set O(y) ---- e o + ~tY for 
a l ly  e 6:. It will then follow at once from our hypotheses that the required conclusions 
of Condition 3.1 are satisfied. 
Similarly, if e 0 is a (6, Z)-extremal, where e 0 and 8 are as before, and if there is a 
Z-convex function/~ : (8 - -  e0) --* ~ such that (6.4) is satisfied for each y E 8 - -  e0, 
then Condition 3.2 is satisfied with .At' = 8 - -  e 0 and with ~ as just indicated. 
In a large number of important applications, particularly in the theory of Nonlinear 
Optimal Control and in the Calculus of Variations, a solution e o of an optimization 
problem is at the same time a (9, 6, Z)-extremal which does not in general satisfy the 
hypotheses just presented. However, such solutions instead satisfy four other condi- 
tions (Conditions 6.1-6.4) which are also stronger than Condition 3.1. 
We shall now present and discuss these conditions. (Note that Condition 6.1 under- 
lies Conditions 6.2-6.4, as well as Condition 6.2'). 
Condition 6.1. There are a subset 8 1 of g' and a real, linear, typological vector 
space ~ such that 81 C ~ e 0 ~ ~.  
Condition 6.2. There is a non-empty convex set ~ C ~ with the following 
property: For  every triple (6 a, -~, ~7)--where 6:  is a k-simplex contained in ~ such 
that k ~ m, ~ is a neighborhood of 0 in ~,  and 71 is a positive number- - there exist a 
number E' > 0 and a continuous 4 map O : 6 a ~ @1 (both possibly depending on 6 z, 
~ ,  and 7) such that 
E' < ~7 and O(y) ,-- eo ~y  + ~ for every y e S~. (6.5) 
E 
Condition 6.3. The function ~o can be extended in such a way that, in a neigh- 
borhood of e o in ~,  it is (i) defined, (ii) takes on its values in R m, and (iii) is continuous, 
and such that there is a linear function h : ~ --* R ~ satisfying the relation 
~v(eo + Ee) - -  ~v(e0) , h(y) for every y ~ ~ (6.6) 
Continuity here may be considered either with respect to the barycentric coordinates of a 
point in Se, or with respect to the given topology of ~. Indeed, the two concepts of continuity 
are equivalent because, in a linear topological vector space, the induced topology on every 
finite-dimensional subspace is equivalent to the ordinary Euclidean topology. 
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Condition 6.4. The function ~ can be extended irr such a way that, in a neigh- 
borhood of e 0 in fie, it is defined and takes on its values in .~, and such that there is a 
Z-convex function/z : ~ ~ .~ satisfying the relation 
r o + ee) - -  r , ~(y) + Z for every y ~ ~162 (6.7) 
E e-~y 
r + 
The following theorem brings out the relation between Conditions 6.1-6.4 and 
Condition 3.1. 
THEOREM 6.1. I f  e o is a (% 4, Z)-extremal satisfying Conditions 6.1-6.4, then Con- 
dition 3.1 is satisfied 5 with this ~/, .1r h and fz. 
To verify whether e o is a (4, Z)-extremal satisfying Condition 3.2, the following 
condition turns out to be useful. 
Condition 6.2'. There is a non-empty convex set d /C  ~/ with the following 
property: For every triple (y, 37, ~)--where y ~ ..r 37 is a neighborhood of 0 in ~t, 
and ~7 > 0--there exist a number ~' > 0 and an element eE @a (both possibly depend- 
ing on y, 37, and 7) such that 
~' < r/ and e -- e o , ~Y + 37. 
THEOREM 6.2. I f  e o is a (4, Z)-extremal satisfying Conditions 6.1, 6.2', and 6.4, 
then Condition 3.2 is satisfied s with this ~1, all, and fz. 
We shall defer the proof of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, since they will follow at once 
from Theorems 6.6 and 6.7. 
Let us momentarily dwell on Conditions 6.1-6.4 (we can clearly look on Condition 
6.2' to be the special case of Condition 6.2 where m ---- 0). Indeed, these conditions 
may be summarized as follows: 
There is a subset on1 of 6" which, together with eo, are contained in a real, linear, 
topological vector space ~,  and there is a convex set ~ C ~ which is a "first-order 
approximation" to 6" 1 -- e 0 . (One can almost say that ~r a simplicial inearization of 
d' 1 --  e o in the sense described in Section 4). Further, ~0 is defined and continuous near 
e0, and has, at e0 a linear differential h (in the sense that (6.6) is satisfied); r is defined 
near e 0 and has, at e0, a onesided, Z-convex differential/~ (in the weak sense that (6.7) 
holds). 
Necessary conditions for optimization problems were obtained in [2] using con- 
ditions slightly stronger than Conditions 6.1-6.4. 
6 In the statement ofTheorems 6.1, 6.2, and 6.7, h and J~ should, strictly speaking, be replaced 
by their restrictions to ..d'. 
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We shall now present certain particular conditions under which some of Conditions 
6.1-6.4 will be satisfied. 
THEOREM 6.3. I f  there is a real, linear, topological vector space ~t and a subset 601 of 
60 such that 60x C ~t, eo E ~/, 60x is convex, and 601 td {e0} is convex, then Conditions 6.1, 
6.2, and 6.2' are satisfied with ,I[ = 601 -- eo . 
Proof. I f  S# is any simplex contained in ~r ~ 601 -- Co, and r />  0 is arbitrary, 
let E' = ~7/(~/+ 1), and let ~9(y) = e o + gy for all y E 5#. It is then obvious that ~9 is 
continuous and takes on its values in 6~ and that (6.5) is satisfied no matter what the 
neighborhood 37 of 0 in ~ 
THEOREM 6.4. I f  ~/ is a normed linear vector space and if qo is a function defined on a 
neighborhood of e o ~ ~t, taking on its values in R m, and possessing a Frgchet differential h
at e o , then (6.6) is satisfied. I f  both ~ and ~ are normed linear vector spaces, and if q~ 
is a function defined on a neighborhood of eo ~ ~,  taking on its values in ~,  and possessing 
a Frdchet differential [~ at Co, then (6.7) is satisfied. 
Proof. We shall confine ourselves to verifying the assertion for q0, inasmuch as the 
arguments for ff are identical. 
Let [[ 9 [1 denote the norm in ~ I f ,  > 0 and li e -- y [! are sufficiently small, where 
e e ad and y is a fixed element of ~ ,  then e o + ~e is in the domain of 9- Thus, since h 
is linear (by definition of a Fr6chet differential), we have, for such , and e, that 
q~(e o § ,e) -- rp(eo) _ h(y) = II e II q~(eo q- ,e) -- gO(Co) -- h(~e) + h(e) -- h(y). (6.8) 
, [[ ,e  H 
Inasmuch as lim,~o.~-~u I j, ,e II = 0,  (6.6) follows at once from (6.8) by virtue of the 
definition of a Fr~chet differential (which is, by definition, continuous). 
It is now clear that the differentiability condition (6.6) is stronger than that of 
G~teaux, and, in a normed space, is weaker than that of Fr~chet. 
THEOREM 6.5. I f  9 : ~t ~ R ~ (where ~/ is a linear, topological vector space) is 
affine and continuous, then (6.6) is satisfied for every e o ~ q/ with h(y) = q~(e o + y) - -  ~eo). 
I f  ~/ and ~ are linear, topological vector spaces, Z is an open, convex cone in :.~, and i f  
: ~ /~ &r is a Z-convex function which is continuous at some point e o ~ ~t, then (6.7) 
is satisfied with ]~(y) = 6(e o + y) --  $(eo). 
Proof. We shall only prove the assertion for q~, inasmuch as the arguments for 
are virtually the same. 
Let 0 <,  < 89 Then, since ~ is Z-convex, 
$(e o+,e)=4( (1  - -2 , )e  o+, (e  o+y)+, (e  o+e-y) )  
(1 -- 2,) ~b(eo) + ,r o + y) + ,q~(eo + e --  y) + 75 
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whenever e, y ~ ~/. Since Z is a convex cone, this means that 
9b(eo + Ee) -- r _ ~y)  e/~(e --  y) + g whenever e, y e ~ and 0 < 9 < 89 
E 
(6.9) 
But/t(0) = 0 and It is continuous at 0, so that (6.7) follows at once from (6.9). 
We point out that the functions h and /~ defined in the theorem statement are, 
respectively, linear and Z-convex. 
COROLLARY. If ~ : q/--* .~" is affine and continuous, then (6.7) is satisfied with 
ft(y) - :  r o + y) -- r 
Certain optimization problems which contain constraints in the form of differential 
equations (for example, many of those that arise in the theory of Optimal Control) 
may be formulated in such a way that Conditions 6.3 and 6.4 will not be satisfied. One 
is therefore led to seek other conditions under which Conditions 3.1 and 3.2 will be 
satisfied. One such pair of conditions--which does indeed turn out to be suitable 
for the optimization problems with differential equation constraints-- is the following. 
Note that in these conditions (the first of which applies to (~, ~b, Z)-extremals and the 
second to (~b, Z)-extremals), the differentiability requirements that are imposed on 
and ~b are weaker than those of Conditions 6.3 and 6.4. 
Condition 6.5. Condition 6.1 is satisfied, and there exist a non-empty set M C ~ 
an affine function h : co M --* R '~, and a Z-convex function ft : co M --~ .~e such that 
the following holds: 
For every finite subset 2/ ----{Yx .... ,Yr} of M (if M is convex, one may confine 
oneself to subsets for which Yl ,".,Yr are in general position and r ~< m + 1), there 
exists a subset J of ~r x (0, 1) with the following properties: 
1. if (e, E) ~ j ,  then % + Ce ~ d*l, (6.10) 
2. 9~(e 0 + ,e) ,-,y,(*,oJ cp(e~ + r for all (y, ,) ~ J, (6.11) 
3. ~(e~ + ee) -- ~o(eo) _ _  
E (~),,~.i ~ h(y) for each y e co A, (6.12) 
4. 9~(e~ -4- ,e) --if(e0) 
(,,,)~(y.o~,/j(y) + Z for each y ~ co .4, (6.13) 
E 
(e,OO 
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5. for every neighborhood ~ of 0 in qr • R 1, there exist a number r > 0 and a 
continuous map 0 : pr-x __+ ~ such that 
l" 
(O(~)j- eo, r  j ~ [~r + (j~__l/~jyj., 0)] for every fl --  (/~1 ..... fir) ~ pr-1. 
(6.14) 
Condition 6.5'. Condition 6.1 is satisfied and there exist a nonempty set MC~ 
and a Z-convex function A : co M --~ .~ such that the following holds: 
For every y 6 co M, there exists a subset f of qr • (0, I) with the following pro- 
perties: 
1. relation (6.10) holds, 
2. relation (6.13)---with .4 : {y}--holds, 
3. for every neighborhood ~" of 0 in ~ • R 1, there exist a number c' > 0 and 
an element e ~ ~ such that 
.e - -  e o 
~; , , ' )  ~ J n [2q + (y, 0)]. 
The importance of the preceding two conditions in optimization problems with 
differential equation constraints will be the subject of a future paper. 
The relation between Conditions 6.5 and 6.5', Conditions 6.1-6.4 (and 6.2'), and 
Conditions 3.1 and 3.2 are pointed out in the next two theorems. 
THEOREM 6.6. I f  e o is a (9, ~, Z)-extremal such that Condition 6.5 is satisfied, then 
Condition 3.1 is satisfied with this ~1, h, and f~, and with ,.r : co M. I f  e o is a (~, Z)- 
extremal such that Condition 6.5' is satisfied, then Condition 3.2 is satsified with this 
and ~, and with ~ = co M. 
THEOREM 6.7. l f  e o is a (9, r Z)-extremal such that Conditions 6.1-6.4 are satisfied, 
then Condition 6.5 is satisfied (see footnote 5) with this ~r, h, fz, and *dth M : ,I[. 
l f  e o is a (~, Z)-extremal such that Conditions 6.1, 6.2', and6.4 are satisfied, then Con- 
dition 6.5' is satisfied with this ~/ and ~ and with r163162 : M. 
It is clear that Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 follow at once from Theorems 6.6 and 6.7. 
7. PaooF OF THEOREMS 6.6 AND 6.7 
We begin with a proof of Theorem 6.7. 
Proof of Theorem 6.7. I f  e 0 is a (9, 6, Z)-extremal such that Conditions 6.1-6.4 
are satisfied, then there exist a neighborhood N 1 of 0 in ad, a linear function h : ~/--~ R"  
and a Z-convex function/t : ad --~ .~ such that 9 and 6 can be extended in such a way 
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that (i) they are defined on e o + N t (and still take on their values in R m and .~, res- 
pectively), (ii) ~0 is continuous on e 0 q- N1, and (iii) (6.6) and (6.7) hold. Let J /be  as 
indicated in Condition 6.2, and let A = {Y l  . . . . .  Yr} be any finite subset of ~/t' = M such 
that the points Yi are in general position and r ~< m + 1. Let us denote the simplex 
co A by ~q~; SP is compact. Then (see [5], p. 51, Lemma 7 and [8], p.124, Theorems 
3.3-B and 3.3-D) there exist a number c 1 > 0 and a balanced neighborhood N~ of 0 
in qr such that N~ q- N 2 C N 1 and such that E6 a C N~ whenever 0 ~< ~ ~< E 1 . If we 
set (independent of A) 
J = {(e, ) : e ~ ~r e 0 + ,e E 81, ,e ~ N1, ~ ~> 0}, 
where d' x is the subset of ~ n o ~ whose existence is asserted in Condition 6.1, then it 
follows at once that relations (6.10)-(6.13) are satisfied. It remains to verify part 5 of 
Condition 6.5. 
Thus, let ~ be an arbitrary neighborhood of 0 in ad/ • R 1. Let N3, a neighborhood 
of 0 in qr and E 2 > 0 be such that ~ D N3 • (--  Ez, ~2), let ~ = N2 n N3, and let 
= min{1, E 1 , ~2}. By Condition 6.2, there exist a number c' > 0 and a continuous 
map 0 : SP --~ d' x such that (6.5) is satisfied. But this implies, as is easily seen, that the 
map 0 : pr-1 __~ crff defined by 0(/31,.., /3") = O(~i~ t ff~Yi) is continuous and satisfies 
(6.14). 
In a similar way, we can show that Condition 6.5' is satisfied whenever Conditions 
6.1, 6.2', and 6.4 are. 
Proof of Theorem 6.6. We shall confine ourselves to the verification of the first part 
of the theorem, inasmuch as almost identical arguments (with certain obvious simpli- 
fications) can be used to verify the second part. 
Thus, suppose that Condition 6.5 is satisfied by a (% ~, Z)-extremal e0 . Let 6~' 
be a k-simplex contained in ~r = co M such that k <~ m and 0 e h(S~), let N be a 
neighborhood of 0 in .o~', and let ~Tx ~> 0. Let .~ e SP be such that h(3~) = 0, and let the 
vertices of SP be y~ ,...,yk+l, so  that Y'i E co M for each i. Hence, there are non- 
negative numbers/3i j (i = 1 ..... k + 1; j = 1,..., r, where r is some positive integer) 
and elements Yx ,-.., Y~ in M such that 
y~=~/3 i~y i  and ~/3 i J= l  for each i= l  .... , k+ 1. 
J=l J--t 
(If M is convex, we set r = k + 1, Yi = Y'i for each i = 1,..., k + 1, and/3is = 8ii 
for each i andj.) Let A = {3'1 ..... y~}. Clearly, 6P C co A, and A C M. Thus, 35 E co A. 
By hypothesis, there is a subset J of ~ • (0, 1) possessing properties 1-5 of Con- 
dition 6.5. In particular, there exist a number ~ > 0 and a neighborhood N '  of 0 in ~/ 
such that 
~(eo + ~e) -- ~(eo) ~ fff~) + 2 + N whenever 0 <: ~ < ~, 
E 
e ~ + N',  and (e, ~) e J. (7.1) 
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Let N;  be a neighborhood of 0 in ~ such that N; + N; C N'. Since SP is compact, 
there is a number 6 o E (0, 1) such that 6o(~9 a --33) C N; (see [5], p. 51, Lemma 7). Le t  
6~x = 33 + 6o(6a --.9). Obviously, S# 1 is a simplex in ~ which is homothetic to S+', 
and33 e 6el. It follows from (7.1) that 
4~(eo + ce) -- 4~(eo) _ at(33) ~ Z + N whenever 0 -~ ,  < ~, 
E 
e ~ ~l + N~ and (e, ,) E J. (7.2) 
We shall now show that there exist a neighborhood N~ of 0 in ~ and a number 
e" > 0 such that 
~o(e o + ee)c -- r176 h(y) ] < '171 6 0 for all y E co A 
whenever 
O<~<d,  eEy+N'~,  and (e,E)~J,  (7.3) 
i.e., that the convergence in (6.12) is uniform with respect o y ~ co A (and, afortiori, 
with respect o y ~ S#). 
By virtue of property 5 in Condition 6.5, this will enable us to conclude that Con- 
dition 3.1 is satisfied. Indeed, if we set N~ = N~ n N ; ,  ~ = min{~, ~", r/l}, and 
= N~ • ( - -  ~, ~), then, by this property, there exist a number E' > 0 and a continu- 
ous map/7 : pr-l__+ ~ such that (6.14) holds. Now set q --- ~' and c o = 6od. 
For each y E .5 a, let ~X(y) ..... /~k~(y) denote the barycentric oordinates (in S#) of y, 
and let fl(y) = (fiX(y),..., ~r(y) )  denote the vector in p~-x defined as follows: 
k+l 
flJ(y) = ~ t~i(y) f l j  for each j = 1 .... ,r. 
i=1 
Obviously, y = Zj'=I flJ(Y) YJ for each y E .9 ~ 
We now define the function ~9 : S # ~ ~ as follows: 
O(y) = 0((1 - -  80) fl(Y) + 8off(y)). (7.4) 
It follows directly from (6.14) and (7.3), because h is atone and h(37) = 0, that (3.1) 
is satisfied; (3.2) follows directly from (6.14) and (7.2). The map ~0 o O is continuous 
because of (6.1 1), and, by virtue of (6.14) and (6.10), we can conclude that ~9 takes on 
its values in d' x C @. 
Thus, it only remains to verify that there exist a neighborhood N~' of 0 in ~ and a 
number ~" > 0 such that (7.3) holds. Now the restriction of h to co A, as an affine 
function on a convex set in a finite-dimensional vector space, is continuous. We can 
57t/3/t-6 
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therefore conclude, by virtue of (6.12), that, for each w ~ co .4, there exist a number 
,~ > 0 and a neighborhood N~ of 0 in qr such that 
] ~e o + ,e) - -  ,io(eo) _ h(w) I + I h(w) - h(y) I < ~Tx 8o (7.5) 
whenever eE(w+N~) ,  yc (w+N~)ncoA,  0<r  and (e ,E)~] .  For 
f f  n t every w E co A, let N w be a neighborhood of 0 in ~ such that N w + N~, C N w . 
Since co A is compact in ~ there are points w a ,..., wk in co A such that 
k 
co 4 c U (w, + N;,). 
t;=l 
Let N~ k 9 9 = ni=x Nw,,  and let = minl<i,<k Ew. Now i fy  e co A, then 
y Ewj + N~lCw ~ + N(~ 
for some j ----- 1,..., k. Further, if e E y + N~, then 
Therefore, if yEcoA,  e6y+N~,  (e ,~)E J ,  and 0<E<E' ,  then (7.5) holds 
with w = wj for some j = 1,..., k, and hence (7.3) is also satisfied. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 6.6. 
The following corollary is useful in order to obtain necessary conditions in optimal 
control problems with "mixed phase-coordinate control" inequality constraints. 
This problem will be treated separately in a forthcoming paper. 
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 6.6. Suppose that e o is a (% q~, Z)-extremal such that 
Condition 6.1 is satisfied and such that there exist a set 80, with oaa C 8 o C ~t, having the 
property that 9~ and ~ can be extended onto 8 o in such a way that Condition 6.5 remains 
satisfied with these extensions, but with property 1 therein replaced by the following one: 
1'. i f  (e, ~) ~ J, then e o + r ~ 80 , and there is a vector e' E ~t (possibly depending 
on e and E) such that 
(a) eo + ee + e' ESa,  
(b) ~0(e o + ee + e') = ~(e o + ee), 
(e) $(e o +,e  + e') --~b(e o + ~e) E g. 
Then Condition 3.1 is satisfied with this ~ ,  h, and t{, and with ,r = co M. I f  e o is a 
(q~, Z)-extremal such that Condition 6.1 is satisfied and such that there is a set go (with 
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gx C ~o C ~t ) with the property that c k can be extended onto o~o in such a way that Condi- 
tion 6.5' remains atisfied with these extensions, except hat property 1 therein is replaced 
by property 1' stated above--but with part (b) omitted--then Condition 3.2 is satisfied 
with this ~t and ft, and with .,r = co M. 
Proof. We need only make a slight modification in the proof of Theorem 6.6 
presented previously. Namely, instead of defining O(y) through (7.4), we set 
O(y) = O((1 - -  30) fl(y) + 3off(y)) + e~ for every y e ,9 ~ 
where e' v , for each y ~ ,9 a, is a vector in ~ such that 
and 
0((1 - -  3o) 3(.9) + 3off(Y)) -k- e~ ~ 4 ,  ~o(O(...) q- e~,) = q~(O(...)), 
r + e~,) - r ~ g .  
It is then easy to see that the remaining arguments in the proof of Theorem 6.6 go 
throguh essentially without change. 
We close this section by presenting a theorem which, in a sense, generalizes the 
second part of Theorem 6.5. 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose that e o is a (% q~, Z)-extremal satisfying Condition 6.5 
(respectively, a (r Z)-extremal satisfying Condition 6.5') except that the assertions 
relating to ft are to be excluded, and suppose, in addition, that there exists a convex, open set 
H in ~ such that (i) e o e H, (ii) (Co + M)  u ~1 C H, and (iii) r can be extended to H 
in such a way that it still takes on its values in ~e, is Z-convex on H, and is continuous at 
e o . Then Condition 6.5 (respectively, 6.5') is satisfied in its entirety, where fffy) is the 
restriction to co M of (r + y) - -  r 
Proof. We first note that f~ is well-defined inasmuch as M C H - -  e 0 by hypothesis, 
so that, because H is convex, co M C H - -  e o . Because ~ is Z-convex on H and is 
continuous at e 0 , it follows at once that ~ is Z-convex on co M and is continuous at 0. 
By hypothesis, if A = {Yl ,..., Yr) is any finite subset of M, (respectively,  is any 
element of co M)  then there exists a subset J of ~ • (0, 1) with properties 1-3 and 5 
of Condition 6.5 (respectively, 1 and 3 of Condition 6.5'). But we can show that J 
also has property 4 (respectively, 2) in the same way that we proved Theorem 6.5. In 
this connection, we note that (e 0 + y)  E H if y ~ co A C co M C H - -  co, and that, 
since e 0 is an interior point of H, e 0 + (e - -  y) e H whenever e - -  y is in some suitable 
neighborhood of 0 in ~.  
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8. EXAMPLES 
Let us illustrate the preceding results by means of two particular optimization 
problems. The first of these is a so-called optimal control problem with restricted 
phase coordinates, and may be formulated as follows: 
Let there be given a compact interval I = [t x , t2] , an open set G C R", an arbitrary 
set U C R' ,  a continuous function f(~, v, t) from G • U • I into R n which is of 
class C 1 with respect o ~:, a scalar-valued function ~(s ~, t) which is defined on R n • I 
and of class C 2 on G • L and scalar-valued functions Xi(~l, ~2), i = 0, 1,..., m, which 
are defined on R n • R ~ and of class C 1 on G • G. Let q/denote the set of all measur- 
able, essentially bounded functions u from I into U. Then the problem consists in 
finding a function x from I into G such that 
1. x is absolutely continuous on I, 
2. there is a function u ~ ag such that 
Se(t) = f (x( t ) ,  u(t), t) for almost all t e / ,  (8.1) 
3. X~(x(tl), x(t~)) ----- 0 for i = 1,..., m, 
4. ~,(x(t), t) <~ 0 for all t  9  
and such that Xo(X(tx), x(tz)) achieves a minimum (subject to the preceding four 
constraints). 
Let us show that this problem is a special case of Problem2.4. Indeed, let d" be the 
set of all absolutely continuous function x from I into G for which there is a function 
u ead such that Eq. (8.1) is satisfied. Let *~0 denote the space of scalar-valued continu- 
ous functions defined on I with the sup norm topology. Let ~ C -~0" be defined as 
follows: For each r 9 I let l, 9 2~'* be defined by IT(y ) = y(r) for all y 9 Lr0; let 
.~ = {l, : r 9 I}. Let the real-valued functions ~0, ~01 . . . . .  ~0 ra be defined on d ~' as follows: 
~h~ = Xo(X(tl), x(t2) , (8.2) 
9~'(x) = Xi(x(tl), x(t2)), i = 1,..., m, (8.3) 
and let ~ : if ' --~ -~o be defined by 
c~(x) ~- ~(x(t), t) for all t 9 I. (8.4) 
It is now evident hat our given problem is a special case of Problem 2.4. We point 
out that the set Z 0 defined by (2.1) here is given by 
Z o = {y : y 9 Kt" o , y(t )  < 0 for all t e I}, 
and is thus evidently open and not empty. Further, 
Zo = {Y : Y 9 -~o , y(t )  <~ 0 for all t 9 I}. 
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As was pointed out in Section 2, if e o = x 0 is a solution of our problem, then x o 
is a (%4,  Z) -extremal  where @=~",  .o~=R 1•  Z=(y :y<0} •  
~0 = (q~l,..., ~m), and 4 = (4 0 - -  4~ q~)- We shall show that, with an appropriate 
choice of ~/, de', h and ~, Condit ions 6.1-6.4 are satisfied, which, by virtue of Theo-  
rem 6.1, wil l  enable us to conclude that Condit ion 3.1 is also satisfied with the same 
~t, jg ,  h, and/~. 
Indeed, if we denote by ~ the space of continuous functions x f rom I into R ~ with 
the sup norm topology, i.e., we define a norm [! " Jl On ~/by  
] lx l i=sup Jx ( t ) [  =maxJx ( t ) ! ,  
tel tel  
then Condit ion 6.1 is evidently satisfied with o~x = ~ = ~' .  
To  verify Condit ions 6.3 and 6.4, we note that (8.2)-(8.4) can be used to define 
4 ~ the q~i (and hence ~0 = (~o l,..., cpm)), and q~ (and hence 4) on all of ~ (and not just 
g ' ) ,  and it is trivial to verify that then cp is continuous in a neighborhood of x o and that 
(6.6) and (6.7) are satisfied with the l inear functions h = (hi,..., h m) : ~ --+ R m and 
/~ : q /~ .~ given by the formulas 6
hi(x) = X~ " x(tl) + X~ . x(t~), i = 1 ..... m, 
f~(x) = (X'o " X(tl) + Xg " x(t2), ffe(Xo(t), t) . x(t)), (8.5) 
where (see footnote 6) 
" OX'(X~ x~ (8.6) 9 OXi(x~ x~ and Xi = 
Finally, it was shown in ([7], Section 3) that if, for each r e R" and each u e Ok', we 
define the function 3xe., ~ ~ by the relations 
3xe.,(t) = r  r + ~(t)  f '  (~-l(s) [ f (xo(s)  ' u(s), s) 
- - f (xo(s ) ,  Uo(S), s)] ds for all t E / ,  (8.7) 
where u o ~ 0//satisfies the relation 
~o(t) =f(xo( t  ), Uo(t ), t) for almost all t E / ,  (8.8) 
6 In this section, ge, a x/Or a x/ar Pe, and g~ will be used to denote the n-vectors whose 
components are the partial derivatives of g, etc. with respect o the coordinates of ~ (or r or 
~z) evaluated at the indicated point; fe will be used to denote the n • n matrix whose (i,j)th 
element is the partial derivative of the ith component of f  with respect o the jth component of ~. 
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and the absolutely continuous, n • n matrix valued function @(t) satisfies the rela- 
tions (see footnote 6) 
~(t) = fe(xo(t), uo(t ), t) ~(t) for almost all t  9  
q)(ta) = the identity, (8.9) 
then the set ./t' defined by 
~t' = co{Sx~,~ : ~ 9 R", u 9 q,'} 
satisfies Condition 6.2 (where ~'1 = 8 = g').  
We can therefore conclude, on the basis of Theorem 3.1, that there is a functional 
l E .~* and a vector a 9 R m such that (3.3)-(3.6) are satisfied. Since ~ = R 1 • .o~'o, 
there are a number a ~ and a functional o 9 o~, such that l(y, y) = a~ + lo(y ) for 
every (y, y) E R 1 • -~o. It follows from (3.5) and (3.6) that (since (--  1, 0) 9 • and 
(0, y) 9 Z whenever y 9 Zo) 
lo(y ) "~ 0 whenever Y 9 -~o and y(t) <~ 0 for all te I ,  (8.10) 
lo(g(Xo(t), t)) -~ O, (8.11) 
ao~<0. 
Further, it follows from the representation theorem for -~'o* (see [8], pp. 195-199) 
that there is a scalar-valued function ), defined on I which is of bounded variation on I, 
is continuous from the right in (t 1 , t2), and satisfies the relation A(t~) = 0 such that 
t~ 
f y(t) d)~(t) for all y c -~o- lo(y) 
t l  
It is a direct consequence of (8.10), (8.11) and the fact that ~(xo(t), t) <~ 0 for all 
t E I that A is non-increasing and is constant on those subintervals of I on which 
~,(Xo(t ), t) < 0. Thus, Theorem 3.1 gives rise to the following conclusion: 
If x o is a solution to our problem, then there are numbers a~ al,..., a ra and a scalar- 
valued function A defined on I such that 
(a) A is non-increasing on I, is continuous from the right in (t 1 , t2), and is 
constant on subintervals of I on which ~,(xo(t), t) < O, 
(b) ~(t2) = 0, 
(C) ~ I a' [ -~- I)~(tl) ! >0 ,  
i=0 
(d) ~o ~ O, 
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[Xi " ~x~.u(tl) + Xi " 8x,.=(t2)] + ~,e(Xo(t), t) 8xe,u(t ) dA(t) ~< 0 
i,..O 
for all ~eR n and u~q/ ,  
where 8x~.~ e ~ is given by (8.7)-(8.9). 
Performing some tedious but relatively straightforward manipulations, we can 
show (the details of this are worked out in ([7], Section 8) that (e) implies the existence 
of an absolutely continuous, (row) n-vector valued function ~ defined on I such that 
(see footnote 6) 
d~( ~__,t, = _ ~(t)fe(Xo(t) ' uo(t), t) + A(t)pe(Xo(t), t) for almost all t e I, 
dt 
where  
p(~, t )=ge(~, t ) f (~ ,Uo( t ) , t ) f i -~t (~, t  ) forall ~eG and te I ,  
and such that 
~(tl ) ~ i ,  =-- - -  a Xi + A(tl) g,(xo(tl), tl) 
i=O 
:= e~Xi 9 
i---0 
and 
[~(t) -- A(t)~,,(Xo(t), t)] f(Xo(t), uo(t ), t) 
= m~.x[~(t) - -  A(t)ff, e(xo(t), t)] f (xo(t) ,  v, t) for almost all t e I. 
These are the necessary conditions for optimal control problems with restricted 
phase coordinates. They were first obtained in this general formulation in [7] using 
similar--but more cumbersome and less general--necessary conditions. A history 
of this problem, including references to earlier results, is given in ([7], pp. 133-134). 
The second problem which we shall consider is an optimal control problem with 
the cost function given by an integral whose integrand is a convex function of the 
state variables. Specifically, this problem is the following: 
Let/ ,  G, U, q/, f(s r v, t), Xl(sr sr and Xm(sr sr be as in the preceding example, 
and let g(s r t) be a continuous calar-valued function on R" • I which, for each t e / ,  
is convex (but not necessarily differentiable at each point) as a function of s r e R ". 
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Then the problem consists in finding a function x from I into G such that constraints 
1-3 of the preceding problem are satisfied, and such that the integral 
f i[ g(x(t), t)dt 
achieves its minimum (subject o the three indicated constraints). 
This problem is unorthodox in that we do not require g to be of class C 1 in G. 
If we set 8 = ~r define ~' and ~t,..., ~0,~ as in the first example, and define 
~b ~ : g~ ~ R 1 by the relation 
t 2 
r176 = f g(x(t), t) dt, (8.12) 
41 
then our problem evidently falls under the category of Problem 2.1. As was noted in 
Section 2, if e o -- x o is a solution of this problem, then x o is a (% ~b, Z)-extrema[ if we 
set .oq e = R 1, Z = {y: y < 0}, ~0 = (~1 ..... ~o'~), and r = r _ ~bO(xo). 
If we define @', .At, and h as before, then Conditions 6.1-6.3 are again seen to be 
satisfied. Further, (8.12) can be used to define ~0 on all of ~ .  Thus, r can be defined 
on all of ~ by the same formula ~ = 4 ~ --r176 and it follows directly from our 
hypotheses that 5b is then a convex, continuous functional on ~.  (Note that Z-con- 
vexity is here equivalent to ordinary convexity). Hence, we can conclude, by virtue 
of Theorem 6.5, that Condition 6.4 is satisfied with 
ft(y) = r 0 + y) - -  r = r176 0 + y) -  r176 (8.13) 
Hence, it follows from Theorem 6.1 and 5.1, (8.5), (8.6), (8.12), and (8.13) that there 
are numbers/31 = c~  al,..., c~ '~ such that 
ao~O and ~, ]a i[ >0 ,  
i t n [x~ " ~xLJq) + x, "~x~.,,(t~)] + ~" g(Sxe.Jt), t) dt <~ 0 
i=l tl 
for all ~eR ~ and ueq/ ,  
(8.14) 
where the X~ and Xi' are given by (8.6), 3xe.~ is given by (8.7)-(8.9), and 
~($,t)=g(xo(t)+$,t)--g(xo(t),t ) forall feR  n and te l  (8.15) 
Inasmuch as Condition 5.1 is satisfied (see the Note after Condition 5.1) with 
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/-/1 = 8/, and, in addition, 0 = 8x0.% s .g ,  ,~(0) = 0, and h is linear, it also follows 
from Theorem 5.1 that there is a linear functional A defined on 8/such that 
t2 
f fi,(y(t), t) dt for all y 6 8/, A(y) 
tl 
[X~ " 3xe.,(tx) + X2" 8xe.~(t~)] -+- ~176 <~ 0 for all ~ e R '~ and u E 'Jk'. 
i=l 
But if A e 8/*, then there is a function I : I --+ R" which is of bounded variation on I 
and continuous from the right in (tl, t2) such that A(y) = f~y(t)  9 dA(t) for all y e 8/ 
(this can be shown by arguments similar to those in ([8], pp. 195-199). Hence, 
f,, i / tt fxi " 8xe.~(tl) + xi 9 8x~,dt~)] + s ~ 8x~.dt)  . cla(t) <~ 0 i=1 t l  
for all ~ ~ R" and u ~q/, (8.16) 
f d,~(t) <~ g(y(t), t) dt for all y 9 8/. (8.17) 
tx 
We shall show that (8.17) implies that 1(0 is absolutely continuous on I and that, 
for almost all t ~ I, 
~: ",~(t) ~<g(~, t) for all ~:eR ~, (8.18) 
or (see (8.15)) that 
r  ~(t) <~ g(xo(t ) + r t) -- g(xo(t ), t) for all ~ ~ R ~. (8.19) 
Thus, let I~ ---- [T~, ~] ,  i = 1,..., v, be arbitrary subintervals of I. Let ~:1 ,..., r be 
unit vectors in R" such that [ A(r~) - -  h(r;) [ = r [A(r~) - A(r'~)] for each i, so that 
] A(r~) --  ACt;) [ = ~ se, 9 [A(r") --  h(r;)]. (8.20) 
i=1  i=1  
For each 3 > 0, points r', ~-" such that t 1 ~ r' < r" ~< t 2 , and s e E R", let us define 
the function y(t; 3, r', ~'", ~e) 9 8/as follows: 
0 if ~< t ~< ~' or if r" + 3 ~< t ~< tl tz 
, , }~ if , r '+~ r '<~t<. r 'q -8  y(t; 8, r , r , ~) = ]8- ~(t ~- r )  if <~ t ~ r" 
~-1~(7"  -~- 8 - -  t) if r ~< t ~< r" + 8. 
I f  we apply (8.17) to functions of this form, and pass to the limit as 8 --~ O, (keeping 
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, ' ,  ~", and ~: fixed), we conclude that (recall that A is continuous from the right in 
(tl, t~)) 
7 w # 
J .  ~(r - , ~. 
r  [a0-" ) -a (~ ' ) ]  ~< , t)dt forall ~:ER , r  e l ,  e l .  (8.21) 
Using (8.21) in (8.20), we obtain 
• • f'; • I a(~') - a(~-;) I ~ ,r162 0 dt ~ y (~;' - -  ~;), d=l i=1 7~- d=l 
where 7 : maxt~.l~l.1 I~(~, t)[; i.e., A is indeed absolutely continuous on I. Thus, 
(8.21) can be rewritten in the form 
f- f- ~. t(s) ds <~ ~,(~, s) ds for all ~ e R", , '  e I, C e X. (8.22) 
If t E I is a Lebesgue point of ~t (and we note that almost all t E I are Lebesgue points 
([9], p. 255, Theorem 5), then, if we let (r', r") be a neighborhood of t and pass to the 
limit in (8.22) as ] z" -- ~-' ] --~ 0, we conclude that (8.18), and hence (8.19), hold. 
Let/~(t) = ~(t). Then we can replace the term dA(t) in (8.16) by p(t) dr, and, setting 
= 0, we obtain from (8.16) and (8.7) that (considering/~ and the X~' to be row vectors) 
t t *n 
f ' "  E O~ Xt~( t2)  ~- -1($)  [f(Xo($) ' gl($), $) --f(Xo($), U0($), $)] as  t t  1 
f i  ~t 
+ oo f,,J,l"Ct) oct) 0-1($) [/(x0($), u($), $) -/Cx0($), Uo($), $)] as at .< 0 
for all u ead. (8.23) 
Interchanging the order of integration in the double integral in (8.23) and setting 
I2 , 9 s2' J ~(s) : ~ X~ff~(t~) + a ~ I~(t) ~(t) dt ~-l(s) for all s e I, ,= 
we conclude that 
t I t~ 
~tl $(s)f(xo(s ), u(s), s) ds <~ ftt  r176 u~ s) dR for all u ead, (8.24) 
where r is an absolutely continuous (row) n-vector valued function defined on I such 
that 
(~(t) = -- ~b(t)f~(Xo(t), uo(t), t) -- ~~ ) for almost all t E I, (8.25) 
~b(t2) = ~ ~'"X, (8.26) 
i--1 
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((8.25) follows because of the equation (d/dt) (q~-z(t))= --r Uo(t), t) 
a.e. in I, which is a direct consequence of (8.9)). 
Setting u = u 0 in (8.16) and using (8.7) and the second relation (8.9), we obtain that 
ifi(tl) ~ t:, = -- ~ X~. (8.27) 
i=1 
Arguing as in ([t], p. 125) we can show that (8.24) implies that 
~b(t)fCxoCt), Uo(t), t) = m~ ~bCt)f(xo(t), v, t) for almost all t E I. (8.28) 
Finally, relation (8.19) can be rewritten as 
~" Ix(t) <~ g(xo(t ) + ~, t) -- g(xo(t), t) for all s ~ E R" and almost all t E L 
(8.29) 
Relations (8.25)-(8.29) and (8.14) represent the necessary conditions for our optimiza- 
tion problem; (8.28) is the maximum condition; (8.25) and (8.29) are the "adjoint 
equations"; (8.26) and (8.27) are transversality conditions. 
Let us momentarily dwell on (8.29). Geometrically, this relation means that (for 
almost all t E I )  the vector (ix(t), --  1) E R "+a is normal to a support plane for the 
convex set G(t) = {(~, ),) : ~ E R", y >~ g(~, t)} at the point (Xo(t), g(xo(t), t)), and is 
directed away from the set. If g is totally differentiable with respect o ~: at (Xo(t), t), 
then (8.29) implies that (see footnote 6) ix(t) = ge(xo(t), t). I fg  is of class C 1 with respect 
to ~:, so that g indeed has a total differential at (Xo(t), t) for all t E I, then (8.25) takes 
the form 
(b(t) -= -- ~b(t) fe(Xo(t ), Uo(t), t) - -  a~ t) for almost all t e l ,  (8.30) 
and conditions (8.26)-(8.30), with (8.14), coincide with the necessary conditions one 
can obtain by using conventional optimal control theory (see, e.g., [1], Section 4). 
However, conventional optimal control theory cannot be used if g is not of class CL 
The second problem in this section, for the special case where 
f (~, v, t) = A(t) r + B(t) v 
and U is a convex set in R r, was first suggested and solved by R. T. Rockafellar. 
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